



Dream Therapy

Reason for doing this: to find unconscious patterns that are sabotaging your life

Commitment: you have to be consistent with the process to achieve results

Writing: you have to write that shit down


What you need to do just before bed: 

• Write down what you want your subconscious mind to release and heal for you in your 

sleep state

• Talk directly to your subconscious mind

• Program yourself how to remember your dreams

• Keep your intentions the same each night, do not add anything new

• Don’t do anything else after you have gone through the process, like TV or Sex, Sleep!!!!


Example of a dream therapy lines to find an 
answer to self-sabotage


Subconscious mind show me tonight in my dream state the reasons why I sabotage my 
own growth. 


Or 


Subconscious mind show me how to heal my own self-sabotage.


Or 


Whatever is blocking me to find inner happiness will be resolved in my dreams tonight. 


Personally I have experimented with similar ones and I found the red one very effective.




Program your subconscious mind with the 
following:


In the morning when I have my first sip of coffee I will remember my dreams  perfectly 
and write them down.


• So use one of the dream therapy lines or design your own and the subconscious 
program every night just before bed.


• Read through them a couple of times until you fall asleep, try not to do anything after 
this. 


• You have to do this just before you fall asleep to get the most benefit .


Keep a Dream Journal:

Reason: writing the dreams down will help you to see re-occurring symbolic patterns that 
we can analyse later.


Note:


It takes about three nights of dream therapy for the subconscious to start answering you, 
keep going…..


